[Cost-effectiveness analysis of Beijing Fangshan cardiovascular prevention program in 1992 - 1997].
To determine whether a community-based cardiovascular disease (CVD) intervention program, undertaken over six years, was cost-effective. Based on Beijing Fangshan Cardiovascular Disease Comprehensive Prevention Program, the cost for intervention and expenditure saved from caring for CVD in the communities with intervention from 1992 to 1997 were calculated, and cost-effectiveness analysis was performed using disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) gained as an indicator of effectiveness. The cost for one DALY gained reduced gradually from 1992 to 1997, with an average ratio of cost to effectiveness of four to one (4:1). It cost annually 1,586.00, 1,380.20, -2,350.80, -905.30, -1,495.60 and -1,766.70 RMB yuan for one life-year saved, from 1992 to 1997 respectively, in a gradually decreasing trend with the increase in length of intervention. After intervention for two years, ratio of cost to effectiveness has become negative since 1994, which meant a positive benefit from intervention. Sensitivity analysis showed that ratio of cost to effectiveness was little sensitive to the changes in discount rate, weight of age and increase in cost of hospitalization for stroke and coronary heart disease, which reflected its reliability. Community-based comprehensive intervention for CVD in rural population is cost-effective.